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Piccadilly Jewellers 

"Old-fashioned Style"

Piccadilly Jewellers are fancy, old-fashioned jewelers that only deals in

quality goods. As well as the normal rings, earrings and bracelets, the

shop also sells objects d'art, clocks, hip flasks, photo frames and the odd

antique. There's a valuation service too. Much of the merchandise is, as

they say, reassuringly expensive, but many of the goods can be bought for

a fairly modest outlay. Good for presents, or an impetuous buy for oneself.

 +44 121 643 5791  105 New Street, Birmingham
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Selfridge's 

"Designer Stock, Designer Building"

Aside from its iconic building which is truly a city landmark, Selfridge's is

an exclusive, high end department store. The exterior of the building is

designed in what is known as the blobitechture style, taking inspiration for

its shape from organic, amoeba forms, and is covered in 15,000 anodized

discs. Inside, Selfrige's is just as upscale and iconic as the outside,

stocked up with all manner of designer clothing, shoes, accessories and

even dining.

 +44 800 123 400  www.selfridges.com/US/en/content/

store/birmingham

 Upper Mall East Birmingham, The

Bullring, Birmingham
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Smithsonia 

"Aladdin's Cave of Gifts"

Smithsonia is a superb, friendly and unimposing gift shop in the eclectic

Piccadilly Arcade. It sells silver jewellery, prints, frames, clocks, ornaments

and art deco curios, all at favourably realistic prices. There are lots of

Charles Rennie Mackintosh-inspired pieces and a fine range of earrings.

All the merchandise is either innovative or interesting, or both, and it'll be

a surprise if nothing takes your fancy. Ideal for buying impetuous gifts,

whether for a friend or yourself.

 +44 121 643 8405  smithsoniagifts.co.uk/  enquiries@smithsoniagifts.

co.uk

 New Street, 5-9 Piccadilly

Arcade, Birmingham
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Harvey Nichols 

"It's Fun Shopping Here"

How about indulging in beatific vintage watches? No other accessory

elicits such a grand style as a good timepiece. And, it does have an

extensive use as well, isn't it? Harvey Nichols at Birmingham has an

exquisite collection of these rare beauties from Rolex, Rado, Cartier and

Patek Phillipe. You can find everything at Harvey, right from the most

famous designers' collections to perfumes to food market and cafe. You

sure get to enjoy shopping when your tummy is filled with delicious treat;

isn't it?
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 +44 121 616 6000  www.harveynichols.com/s

tore/birmingham/

 contactbirmingham@harve

ynichols.com

 31/32 Wharfside Street, The

Mailbox, Birmingham
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The Jewellery Quarter 

"Gems Galore"

The jewelry industry developed in the city from the mid-19th Century. At

its peak in the early part of the 20th Century, it employed nearly 20,000

workers. Today, the Jewellery Quarter is a bustling area that produces

over a third of the UK's jewelry, and you can find tons of bargains in its

many small shops. It's also home to the award-winning Museum of the

Jewellery Quarter and some good restaurants.

 +44 121 780 4321 (Tourist Information)  www.the-quarter.com/  47 Warstone Lane, Birmingham
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H.Samuel 

"Glittering Jewels"

One of the finest jewelers in Cannock, H.Samuel, stocks a huge collection

of jewelery and watches. If you breathe brands, then this shop offers some

of the exquisite brands like Fossil, DKNY, Diesel, Accurist, Ted Baker and

many others. Beautiful jewelery available here is priceless and authentic,

and in case of a special occasion, you can even get it custom made.

 +44 1543 46 8234  www.hsamuel.co.uk/webstore/secu

re/store/4637/cannock/

 16 Market Hill Street, Cannock
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